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supair evo xc3 user manual pdf download - supair evo xc3 user manual page 18 user s manual evo xc3 speedbag
speedbag evo xc3 cockpit xc speedbag plate 150 g all necessary technical information comes with the product and or can
be accessed through our website at www supair com sup air evo page33 sup air manufactures its products in europe, user
s manual harness evo xc3 supair - harness evo xc3 user s manual sup air vld 34 rue adrast e parc alta s 74650 chavanod
france 45 54 024 n 06 04 725 e english revision index 07 02 2019, supair evo xc 3 light paragliding harnesses
harnesses - evo xc 3 is the friendly efficient harness made to safely progress to more ambitious and longer flights the
optional speedbag enables a progression toward performance flying in all safety and comfort will keep the pilot warm in
lower temperatures, supair evo xc3 super fly inc - product details note sometimes in stock bumpair 17 xc for passive
safety optional speedbag it is the harness made to safely progress toward more ambitious and longer flights the optional
speedbag is fully adaptable to the harness enabling a progression toward performance flying in all safety and comfort will k,
supair evo xc 3 harness paramotoraviation - supair evo xc 3 harness streamlined design to fly local sites xc cross
country and start in competition all geared up with the bumpair 17 cm dorsal protection it is an extremely comfortable
harness for all levels, sup air evo xc 3 fly sussex - sup air evo xc 3 the evo xc 3 is the harness made to safely progress
toward more ambitious and longer flights the optional speedbag is fully adaptable to the harness enabling a progression
toward performance flying in all safety and comfort will keep the pilot warm in lower temperatures sizes s m l xl weight 4630
g medium streamline design, evo xc3 harness by sup air peak to peak paragliding - streamline design to fly local sites xc
cross country and start in competition all geared up with the bumpair 17 xc dorsal protection it is a extremely comfortable
harness for all levels available in two versions evo xc3 standard with wooden seat plate but without accessories,
instruction for use bedienungsanleitung notice d - info supair com www supair com instruction for use
bedienungsanleitung notice d utilisation manuel de instrucciones istruzioni per l uso, supair everything for the pilot delight 3 details distance discovery from august 30th to september 8th let s focus on the three d s of our delight 3 harness
mehr, evo xc3 archive supair com - streamline design to fly local sites xc cross country and start in competition all geared
up with the bumpair 17 xc dorsal protection it is a extremely comfortable harness for all levels available in two versions evo
xc3 standard with wooden seat plate but without accessories, test report paragliderio com - this test report describes the
test results of the below mentioned paragliding harness all the tests were carried out by air turquoise sa official test
laboratory of switzerland, supair evo xc3 airxpansion paragliding - friendly and efficient it is the harness made to safely
progress toward more ambitious and longer flights the optional speedbag is fully adaptable to the harness enabling a
progression toward performance flying in all safety and comfort will keep the pilot warm in lower temperatures sizes s m l xl
weight, supair delight 3 xc harness - the delight 3 is a light cross country harness designed for pilots who want minimal
weight piloting precision added to high passive safety and comfort its design was based on the successful, supair
everything for the pilot - historia y filosof a quipement de parapente depuis 1982 il tait une fois pierre bouilloux un
moniteur de deltaplane a l poque ses passagers s vanouissaient en vol du fait, supair evo xc 3 adventuretoystore com supair evo xc 3 characteristics piloting local sites cross xc and competition seating posture 3 4 reclined, is the supair
delight 3 the right paragliding harness for me - trying to find the right paragliding harness can be challenging the supair
delight 3 is a sleek lightweight pod harness that builds on the success of the delight 2 flybubble paragliding shows, supair
evo xc 3 flying camp paragliding - supair evo xc 3 785 00 supair evo lite xp without speedbag altirando rs quo vadis evo
xc 40 00 add to cart supair leaf light en b go anywhere as a pioneer in lightweight equipment sup air has applied all its know
how to the development of the leaf light, coupe icare supair delight 3 - clement latour from supair talks us through their
new cross country paragliding harness the delight 3 http www supair com en produit delight 3 a light, category archive for
general supair - general archives page 2 of 3 supair everything for the pilot, sup air evo xc3 general purpose harness
cross country - sup air say the evo xc3 which is a general purpose and versatile harness for everyone from school pilots to
xc chasers represents a significant upgrade of the evo xc its structure makes it very stable and they say it filters turbulence
with an efficient chest strap set up the back protection is a new compact and high performance, supair evo xc3 speed bag
option paragliding equipment - the evo xc3 harness offers a speed bag option evo xc3 is friendly and efficient bumpair 17
xc for passive safety speedbag option supair harness evo xc3 characteristic piloting local sites cross xc and competition
seating posture 3 4 reclined safety bump air 17 xc adjustable reserve parachute pocket bottom, sellette paracadute zaini
abbigliamento ed altri accessori - alloggiamento per paracadute di soccorso integrato e il modo pi semplice per installare

ed utilizzare il paracadute di soccorso la maggior parte delle sellette che non possiedono un alloggiamento integrato per
ospitare il paracadute di soccorso sono predisposti per montarne uno frontale, supair strike hike fly harness - the strike
came out of our x alps design it is a harness fully dedicated to hike fly competitions its great inboard comfort makes it much
more versatile than its light weight would let one assume, evo xc2 archive supair com - evo xc2 un look aggressivo e una
linea molto aerodinamica un comfort superiore per questo modello un nuovo modello predisposto per essere volato anche
con lo speedbag opzionale, supair evo xc3 standard or plus paragliding san francisco - supair evo xc 3 streamline
design to fly local sites xc cross country and start in competition all geared up with the bumpair 17 xc dorsal protection it is a
extremely comfortable harness for all levels available in two versions evo xc3 standard with wooden seat plate but without
accessories, supair evo xc3 super fly paragliding equipment - supair evo xc3 785 00 size size s m l xl product details
note sometimes in stock bumpair 17 xc for passive safety optional speedbag it is the harness made to safely progress
toward m view full details, supair evo lite light paragliding harnesses harnesses - bump air 17 xc for passive safety light
with optional speedbag the evo lite comes from the evo xc 3 it is lighter and has the similar classic abs anti balancing
system with the leg and chest strap buckles in addition to the safe t strap the three key point guiding this new development
are to lighten the harness in comparison to the evo, supair evo xc3 l updated air turquoise - we are 2 5 employees
working in the office the test pilots are working as a freelancer and they come to us for flight test we have tested over 1500
gliders according to en standard in all categories a b c and d, pod paragliding harnesses flybubble paragliding harnesses with speedbag leg faring for ambitious cross country and competition pilots although generally less easy on the
ground and more prone to getting twists in extreme situations it s generally agreed that pod harnesses help reduce drag and
keep you warm the speedbag can be included with the harness as standard or an optional extra, supair evo lite harness
review flybubble blog - supair evo lite harness review by greg hamerton on unfortunately this is only available in one
version compatible with the evo xc 3 which weighs over 1 1kg supair is planning a lighter version of the pod using delight 2
pod fabric and an improved integrated cockpit but only for release at the end of 2018, evo xc 2 archive supair com - evo
xc 2 a racy look to fly at local sites cross country xc or in first competitions bumpair 17 cm back protector high comfort level
will suit everyone a harness with a racy look more less weight 5875 g sup air une marque du groupe supair vld, supair
speedbag evo xc 3 all accessories accessories - fully dedicated speedbag for sup air evo xc3 harness the speedbag is
fully integrated with the harness and comes with an instrument cockpit quick and easy installation to the harness via hook
and loop fastener strips and straps to the harness buckles, supair evo xc3 available form flyspain shop and - streamline
design to fly local sites xc cross country and start in competition all geared up with the bumpair 17 xc dorsal protection it is a
extremely comfortable harness for all levels available in two versions evo xc3 standard with wooden seat plate but without
accessories 720 with all accessories evo xc3 speedbag, supair evo xc3 paragliding news - supair supair evo xc3 by
admin dec 6 2014 1967 facebook twitter google pinterest whatsapp piloting local sites cross xc and competition seating
posture 3 4 reclined safety bump air 17 xc adjustable reserve parachute pocket bottom right self locking light 25mm
aluminum buckles anti balance system, supair skypper 2 pod harness review flybubble blog - it is a slightly different
take on the competition harness that makes it more appealing to a broad range of experienced xc pilots supair skypper 2
construction the new supair styling is evident in the skypper 2 and it places it in a clear alignment with the recently released
supair evo lite and delight 3, supair altirando 3 light paragliding harnesses - altirando 3 comfortable reversible harness
with integrated under seat reserve container designed by sup air for local site and mountain flying from one generation to
the next the altirando becomes even safer and even more comfortable, supair evo light fly2base - supair evo light sizes s
m l xl weight 3700 g medium manufacturer s website supair evo light easy to use performant and lightit is the harness made
to safely progress toward more ambitious and longer flights the optional speedbag is fully adaptable to the harness enabling
a progression toward performance, supair shine reserve flying camp paragliding - supair shine reserve 550 00 660 00
round reserve the shine is a round pull down apex parachute which was produced by our own design team supair evo xc 3
friendly and efficient it is the harness made to safely progress toward more ambitious and longer flights, supair acro 3
flying camp paragliding - supair acro 3 780 00 the ultimate acro harness all round harness for leisure sport and xc pilots
the gingo 3 is aimed at leisure supair evo xc 3 friendly and efficient it is the harness made to safely progress toward more
ambitious and longer flights, supair paramoteur evo lateral reserve parachute container - supair paramoteur evo lateral
reserve parachute container 90 00 supair evo xc 3 fits following harnesses altix xp without speedbag altirando rs quo vadis
evo xc 40 00 add to cart flytec parapocket
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